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The influence of touchdown conditions and contact phase technique on post-flight height in the straight handspring somersault vault
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ABSTRACT
In vaulting the gymnast must generate sufficient linear and angular momentum during the approach and table contact in order to complete the rotational requirements in the post-flight phase. This study investigated the effects of touchdown conditions and contact technique on peak post-flight height of a straight handspring somersault vault. A planar seven-segment torque-driven computer simulation model of the contact phase in vaulting was evaluated by varying joint torque activation time histories to match three performances of a straight handspring somersault vault by an elite gymnast. The closest matching simulation was used as a starting point to optimise peak post-flight height of the mass centre for a straight handspring somersault. It was found that optimising either the touchdown conditions or the contact technique increased post-flight height by 0.1 m whereas optimising both together increased post-flight height by 0.4 m above that of a simulation matching the recorded performance. Thus touchdown technique and contact technique make similar contributions to post-flight height in the straight handspring somersault vault. Increasing touchdown velocity and angular momentum lead to additional post-flight height although there was a critical value of vertical touchdown velocity beyond which post-flight height decreased.

INTRODUCTION
The mechanics of the table contact phase of gymnastics vaulting is dependent on the initial contact conditions and the technique used during the contact phase. Although there are numerous coaching publications on vaulting, there is no general consensus about the importance of table contact phase technique. Some authors hold the view that vaulting performance is primarily determined prior to table contact (Still, 1990) while others have suggested that the gymnast has the ability to change the outcome of the vault via table contact technique (Smith, 1982; Boone, 1976). Takei (1988) used correlational analysis to show that a large pre-flight horizontal velocity is an important determinant of success in the tucked handspring somersault vault. Additionally Takei and Kim (1990) found that a large change in mass centre vertical velocity during contact was beneficial. While the horizontal pre-flight velocity is clearly an aspect of touchdown conditions, it is unclear whether the change in vertical velocity is a function of initial conditions or contact technique or both.

King et al. (1999) used a passive (no shoulder torque) two-segment simulation model to determine optimum touchdown conditions for a straight handspring somersault vault (which continues the pre-flight rotation, Figure 1a) and a Hecht vault (which reverses the pre-flight rotation during contact, Figure 1b). It was found that quite different touchdown conditions were required for the two vaults and were similar to those used in actual performances, indicating that initial conditions can have a profound effect. King and Yeadon (2005) subsequently used a five-segment torque-driven model to simulate the Hecht vault and found that shoulder torque during the contact phase had only a small effect on post-flight performance.
Figure 1. The (a) straight handspring somersault, (b) Hecht and (c) straight Yurchencho somersault vaults.

Koh et al. (2003) used a five-segment angle-driven simulation model with joint torque constraints to optimise the post-flight of a straight Yurchenko vault (backward entry, Figure 1c). The optimum simulation had similar post-flight horizontal velocity to the actual performance but greater vertical velocity at takeoff resulting in greater peak height in post-flight. The optimal vault was achieved by modifying the initial conditions (after impact) and contact phase technique. The relative importance of these two contributors to improved performance in vaults that continue the pre-flight rotation (Figure 1a, c) remains unknown. The straight handspring somersault vault (Figure 1a) forms the basis of the 12 most difficult forward entry vaults seen in elite male competition (FIG, 2013).

The aims of this study were to investigate the effect on peak post-flight height of the straight handspring somersault vault arising from (a) initial conditions at touchdown and (b) joint torques during the contact phase (technique).
METHODS

In order to investigate the effects of initial conditions and table contact technique on vaulting performance a torque-driven computer simulation model was developed. Subsections in methods describe data collection on an elite gymnast, the simulation model, the method of model evaluation, and the application of the model.

Data Collection

An internationally competitive male gymnast (21 years, 69.9 kg, 1.73 m) gave informed consent to perform six straight handspring somersault vaults (Figure 1a). Eighteen Vicon MX13 cameras, sampling at 480 Hz, were used to track the motion of markers attached to the gymnast and the vaulting table. An international Brevet judge assessed and ranked the performance of each vault, with the best three vaults selected for subsequent analysis. Details of the methods used to determine the kinematics of the performances are given in Jackson et al. (2011).

Gymnast-specific torque parameters were calculated from measurements taken from the gymnast during maximal voluntary contractions using a Con-trex isovelocity dynamometer. Data were obtained for extension and flexion of the wrist, shoulder, hip and knee at angular velocities ranging from 30° s\(^{-1}\) to 400° s\(^{-1}\). Torque surfaces were fit to the data based on the relationships between torque, angle and angular velocity as detailed in Forrester et al. (2011). Passive torque data were also obtained using the isovelocity dynamometer for shoulder flexion, wrist extension and hip extension. Exponential equations were fit to the passive torque-angle data for each joint (Riener and Edrich, 1999; Esteki and Mansour, 1996).

Ninety-five anthropometric measurements were taken from the gymnast and gymnast-specific segmental inertia parameters were calculated using the model of Yeadon (1990a). The mass and dimensions of the vaulting table were measured and the inertial parameters calculated as in Jackson et al. (2011).

Simulation Model

A two-dimensional torque-driven simulation model of gymnastics vaulting was developed using the software package Autolev™. A planar model was used since non-twisting vaults are essentially symmetrical about the sagittal plane. The model simulated the interaction between a seven-segment gymnast and a single-segment vaulting table during the table contact phase of the vault.

The gymnast was modelled using seven rigid segments to represent the fingers, the palms, the arms, the head + upper trunk, the lower trunk, the thighs and the shanks (Figure 2). A damped linear spring was used to represent shoulder retraction and protraction, whilst displacement of the glenohumeral joint centre was modelled as a cubic function of the shoulder angle as in Begon et al. (2008). A damped torsional spring was used to represent hand flexion/extension at the knuckles, whilst flexion/extension of the trunk was modelled as a function of the hip angle as in Yeadon (1990b). A non-linear, damped torsional spring allowed the table to rotate about its centre of rotation.

The interaction between the gymnast and the table was modelled as detailed in Jackson et al. (2011). The normal contact force was represented by spring-dampers situated at three points of contact: the fingertip, the knuckle and the base of the palm, while the tangential contact force was modelled using a two-state frictional force representation to allow for both static and dynamic friction.
The model was driven by torque generators, consisting of contractile and series elastic components, which acted to extend and flex the wrist, shoulder, hip and knee. The torque generators were defined based on the measured torque-angle-angular velocity relations and represented the maximum voluntary torques that the gymnast could produce.

To determine the applied torque the maximal torque was multiplied by an activation level lying between 0 and 1. A quintic function (Hiley and Yeadon, 2003) was used to ramp up/down the activation level. The extensors were allowed to ramp up from an initial level (< 0.5) and ramp down towards the end of the simulation. In contrast the flexors were allowed to ramp down from an initial level and then ramp up towards the end of the simulation to prevent hyper-extension (King et al., 2009). The shoulder flexor was regarded as an extensor since it was responsible for increasing the shoulder joint angle and the shoulder extensor was regarded as a flexor. Seven parameters were required to specify the timing and level of activation for each torque generator (two start times, two ramp durations, three activation levels), giving a total of 56 parameters. In addition to the active torque generators, passive torque elements, based on the measured exponential torque-angle relations, were included at the wrist, shoulder and hip joints.

The model parameters (viscoelastic parameters of the shoulder, knuckle, table and contact springs and the static and kinetic coefficients of friction between the hands and the contact surface) were set to those determined in Jackson et al. (2011) apart from the damping parameter of the contact spring, which was increased to 10,000 Nm⁻¹s to prevent the hands from ‘bouncing’ during the initial part of the table contact phase. The input to the torque-driven model comprised the initial conditions at contact (joint angles and velocities, upper trunk angle and velocity, mass centre position and velocity) together with the activation time histories of the torque.
generators. The output from the torque-driven model comprised the joint angles and the orientation of the upper trunk, the mass centre position and velocity, and the angular momentum about the mass centre.

**Model Evaluation**

To ensure that the torque-driven simulation model produced realistic human movements, an evaluation of the model was conducted by assessing how accurately simulations matched the recorded performances of the three vaults. A genetic algorithm (Carroll, 1996) varied the torque generator activation parameters plus three initial conditions (gymnast’s centre of mass horizontal and vertical velocity and upper trunk angular velocity) to minimise an objective function score that measured the difference between a simulation and a recorded performance. The initial linear and angular velocities were allowed to vary from the measured values by ± 0.1 ms^{-1} and ± 0.5 rads^{-1} respectively in order to compensate for reconstruction errors in the kinematic data.

The objective difference score was composed of four performance components \((P_i)\), and eight configuration components \((C_i)\): \(P_1\) - difference in upper trunk orientation at take-off (°), \(P_2\) - % difference in angular momentum at take-off, \(P_3\) - % difference in horizontal linear velocity at take-off, \(P_4\) - % difference in vertical linear velocity at take-off, \(C_1\) - Root mean square (RMS) difference in wrist angle during contact (°), \(C_2\) - RMS difference in shoulder angle during contact (°), \(C_3\) - RMS difference in hip angle during contact (°), \(C_4\) - RMS difference in knee angle during contact (°), \(C_5\) - difference in wrist angle at take-off (°), \(C_6\) - difference in shoulder angle at take-off (°), \(C_7\) - difference in hip angle at take-off (°), \(C_8\) - difference in knee angle at take-off (°). The overall difference score for the simulation was calculated by taking the RMS of the twelve components. The performance and configuration categories were each given a 50% weighting and within each category the components were equally weighted, where 1° was considered comparable to a 1% difference in other measures (Equation 1):

\[
\text{Score} = \sqrt{\frac{P_1^2 + P_2^2 + P_3^2 + P_4^2}{8}} + \frac{C_1^2 + C_2^2 + C_3^2 + C_4^2 + C_5^2 + C_6^2 + C_7^2 + C_8^2}{16}
\]

(1)

Penalties were imposed if the joints exceeded anatomical limits.

**Optimisation**

The simulation model was used to optimise post-flight height in a straight handspring somersault vault by manipulating the initial conditions and table contact technique. The procedure used a parallelised genetic algorithm (Soest and Casius, 2003) that was run on a high performance computer with 60 processors. In all optimisations the recommended optimisation algorithm tuning was used except for the selection of single point crossovers (Carrol, 1996). Single point crossovers were chosen as this was deemed appropriate for the application, since sections of activation profiles could then be passed on to the offspring rather than just single parameter values. Penalties were used to ensure the model had an appropriate time of flight and sufficient rotation potential to complete the vault. Rotation potential is the number of straight somersaults (with arms adducted) that could be performed in post-flight (Hiley and Yeadon, 2008).
The post-flight time was defined as the time from the last instant of take-off from the table until the first instant of landing. It was assumed that the gymnast had a touchdown angle at landing of 35° short of vertical, as the angular momentum at landing would cause the gymnast to rotate forwards about the feet during the initial part of the landing phase (King et al., 1999). The corresponding height of the mass centre of the model at landing was calculated to be 0.74 m and was used in all optimisation simulations for consistency. The peak post-flight height and time $t_{pf}$ were then calculated using constant acceleration equations.

The calculation of rotation potential took into account the body orientation at take-off from the vaulting table, as well as the angular momentum at take-off and the post-flight time. The body orientation angle $\phi_{to}$ at take-off was calculated from the relative positions of the fingers and the centre of mass at take-off. The rotation potential angle $\phi_{pf}$ for post-flight was calculated as the product of the angular momentum $H$ about the mass centre at take-off and the post-flight time $t_{pf}$, divided by the moment of inertia $I_{cm,s}$ about the centre of mass of the gymnast in a straight position with adducted arms (10.7 kg·m²). The rotation potential $\phi$ was the sum of the body orientation angle at take-off $\phi_{to}$ and the post-flight phase rotation potential $\phi_{pf}$ expressed in straight somersaults.

Three optimisations were carried out in order to maximise the post-flight height under different conditions. In the first optimisation the table touchdown configuration (shoulder and hip angle) and orientation (torso angle) were varied whilst maintaining the pre-flight parabola and angular momentum of the recorded performance. The shoulder angle was allowed to vary from 90° to 190°, the hip angle from 30° of flexion to 30° of hyperextension and the torso angle from 30° below to 50° above the horizontal. In the first optimisation the torque generator activations obtained from the matching simulation were used. The second optimisation used the touchdown configuration and orientation from the recorded performance and the torque generator activation parameters were varied in order to determine the potential improvement arising from contact phase technique changes for the same touchdown conditions. Finally in the third optimisation both the configuration and torque generator activation parameters were allowed to vary in order to maximise post-flight height. Again the model was constrained to stay on the parabola defined by the gymnast’s horizontal and vertical velocity at springboard take-off.

Additionally three sets of simulations were run, assuming the same contact phase technique and touchdown configuration as in the third optimisation, but with increasing horizontal and vertical touchdown velocities and angular momentum about the mass centre in order to determine the effect of changes in touchdown conditions. All three touchdown parameters were increased to 130% of the touchdown values in the third optimisation.

**RESULTS**

**Model evaluation**

Evaluation of the torque-driven model showed close correspondence with the performance data (Figure 3a, b). Overall difference scores of 3.0%, 2.0% and 3.5% were obtained for the three vaults considered, demonstrating that the torque-driven model was capable of replicating vaulting performance and therefore was suited for subsequent performance optimisation. The results were comparable for the three trials so only one trial was used for the post-flight height optimisation analysis. The
closest matching simulation was selected for this purpose and had a peak post-flight mass centre height of 2.72 m compared with 2.71 m for the performance.

**Optimisation**

The peak post-flight height of the matching simulation was 2.72 m. When the configuration and orientation at touchdown were varied (optimisation 1) the peak post-flight height increased to 2.83 m (Figure 3c). When the torque generator activation parameters were varied (optimisation 2), while maintaining the recorded touchdown configuration and orientation, the peak post-flight height was 2.82 m (Figure 3d). In the third optimisation where the touchdown configuration and orientation along with the table contact activations were allowed to vary (optimisation 3) the peak post-flight height increased to 3.12 m (Table 1, Figure 3e).

Table 1. Table touchdown and take-off variables from the matching and optimised simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Matchin</th>
<th>Opt1</th>
<th>Opt2</th>
<th>Opt3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Touchdown angle:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>torso [']</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>-21°</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>-33°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoulder [']</td>
<td>134°</td>
<td>102°</td>
<td>134°</td>
<td>97°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hip [']</td>
<td>187°</td>
<td>204°</td>
<td>187°</td>
<td>202°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Touchdown CoM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ver. position [m]</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ver. velocity [m s⁻¹]</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hor. velocity [m s⁻¹]</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Take-off angles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>torso [']</td>
<td>76°</td>
<td>79°</td>
<td>85°</td>
<td>91°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoulder [']</td>
<td>181°</td>
<td>167°</td>
<td>191°</td>
<td>185°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hip [']</td>
<td>199°</td>
<td>196°</td>
<td>192°</td>
<td>178°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Take-off CoM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ver. position [m]</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ver. velocity [m s⁻¹]</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hor. velocity [m s⁻¹]</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-flight</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak height [m]</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rot. potential [ss]</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time [s]</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* with the activations from the matching simulation
+ with the initial configuration and orientation from the matching simulation
Figure 3. Simulated vaulting performances: (a) recorded performance, (b) matching simulation, (c) optimised touchdown configuration, (d) optimised contact phase technique, and (e) optimised touchdown configuration and contact phase.
The hip and shoulder torques were generally greater in optimisations 2 and 3 than in the matching simulation (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Time histories of (a) hip torque and (b) shoulder torque for matching simulation (solid black), optimisation 2 (dashed) and optimisation 3 (solid grey).](image)

When the touchdown horizontal and vertical velocities and angular momentum were independently increased post-flight height and rotation potential were affected (Figures 5, 6). As horizontal touchdown velocity increased both post-flight height and rotation potential increased (Figures 5a, 6a). However, there appeared to be a plateau in the peak post flight height (Figure 5a). As the vertical velocity at touchdown was increased post-flight height and rotation potential both increased initially, but then decreased (Figures 5b, 6b). As angular momentum at touchdown was increased post-flight height and rotation potential both increased (Figures 5c, 6c).
Figure 5. Changes in maximum height in flight when varying (a) touchdown horizontal velocity, (b) vertical velocity and (c) angular momentum respectively.
Figure 6. Changes in rotation potential (measured in straight somersaults, ss) when varying touchdown (a) horizontal velocity, (b) vertical velocity and (c) angular momentum respectively.
DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to investigate the extent to which the conditions at vaulting table touchdown and the technique adopted during table contact affected peak post-flight height during a straight handspring somersault vault.

When the initial configuration and orientation of the model were allowed to vary (optimisation 1), an increase in peak post flight height of 0.11 m was achieved compared to the matching simulation (Table 1). During the optimisation the activations obtained from the matching simulation were maintained. When only the technique during table contact was allowed to vary (optimisation 2), the increase in peak post flight height was 0.10 m above the matching simulation. When the configuration and orientation were allowed to vary along with the joint torque activation parameters (optimisation 3) the optimal peak height in post-flight increased by 0.41 m. These results suggest that changes in initial conditions and contact technique have a similar influence on post-flight height.

Optimal configuration results in a lower centre of mass position at contact so that the gymnast has a shorter pre-flight and contacts the vault earlier on the pre-flight parabola (Figure 3). As the simulation constrains the vault to remain on the same pre-flight parabola this earlier contact results in a greater upwards vertical touchdown velocity. Optimal configuration is less stretched out, which gives a smaller moment of inertia and consequently angular velocity increases.

The hip and shoulder torques in optimisations 2 and 3 were generally greater than in the matching simulation (Figure 4). Shoulder torque allows the shoulder angle to open thereby doing work and raising the mass centre. If the shoulder torque is increased there will be a tendency for the hips to flex and so the hip extensor torque must also increase. All torques were within the capability of the gymnast as determined from dynamometer measurements.

In all three optimisations the model was constrained during pre-flight so that the mass centre lay on the parabola defined by the gymnast’s horizontal and vertical velocity from the recorded performance. In addition the angular momentum about the mass centre was constrained to be the same as in the recorded performance. It may have been possible for the gymnast to increase both his pre-flight velocity and angular momentum. However, since there were no data on the limits and the interaction between these parameters, they were maintained at the measured values.

To investigate the effect of the touchdown velocity and the angular momentum on post-flight height, these variables were independently increased systematically up to 130% of the optimisation 3 values. In all cases increasing horizontal and vertical velocity and angular momentum lead to an initial increase in peak post-flight height (Figure 5). Increasing pre-flight angular momentum had the largest effect on peak post-flight height. Increasing horizontal and vertical velocity at touchdown lead to an increase in peak post-flight height, but only up to a point (Figures 5a, b). The drop observed in post-flight height when increasing the vertical velocity was associated with a drop in table contact time and an insufficient effect of the table contact technique. As the pre-flight vertical velocity increased beyond a critical point the model was unable to do as much work during the table contact phase. The effect of increasing horizontal velocity was less marked. However, within the ranges used, it appears that greater pre-flight angular momentum leads to greater peak post-flight height (Figure 5c).

The straight handspring somersault vault has previously been optimised for both post-flight height and distance using a passive two-segment simulation model.
The optimal configuration during the instantaneous table contact was found to be with 178° between arms and torso. In the recorded performance and the optimisations that varied the initial configuration and orientation (optimisations 1 and 3), the configuration includes a closed shoulder angle and varying degrees of hip hyperextension (Figure 3, Table 1). These differences may be accounted for by the simplicity of the two-segment model which assumed instantaneous table contact and zero shoulder torque. In the current model work is able to be done by shoulder torque in opening the shoulder angle during contact.

While the 5-segment vaulting model of King and Yeadon (2005) showed that shoulder torque had only a small effect on post-flight performance in the Hecht vault, this is not the case for the straight handspring somersault as shown in the present study. The difference is that the initial conditions of the Hecht vault produce a passive and rapid closing of the shoulder angle so that the shoulder torque available to accelerate this process is limited due to the high concentric conditions. In the straight handspring somersault vault any such tendency for the shoulder angle to close will put the shoulder torque that opens the shoulder angle into eccentric conditions which will make high torques available. As a consequence hip and shoulder torques are able to do substantial work during the contact phase resulting in greater peak post-flight height.

The increase in height of 0.4 m between performance (2.7 m) and optimum simulation (3.1 m) may seem rather high but is consistent with the heights reached in elite performances of handspring double front somersault (Roche) vaults (3.0 ± 0.1 m) which have a similar angular momentum requirement (Takei, 2007). This suggests that the improvement is feasible.

The simulations presented here demonstrate that changes in initial conditions and contact technique have a similar influence on post-flight height. Increasing horizontal approach velocity will improve performance in agreement with Takei (1988). However in the current optimal solution the hip joint is close to maximum hyper-extension and the gymnast will need to modify further his technique or improve hip strength. Increasing both vertical velocity and angular velocity will improve performance up to point. Higher vertical or angular velocities result in shortened contact times which will decrease the changes in vertical and angular velocity that occur as a result of the contact. Moreover, the shoulder becomes hyper-opened (hyper-flexed) for high vertical velocities and to cope with the increase in velocity the gymnast will need to modify further his technique or improve shoulder strength.
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